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Abstract  

The aim of this research is to analyze the structure and linguistic rules of explanatory 

texts in Suara Muhammadiyah magazine, edition 19 of 2023. This research uses a 

library research type of research with a . The researcher chose this magazine as 

research material because it is media produced by Muhammadiyah and there has been 

no previous research using Suara Muhammadiyah magazine. The results of this 

research found that in the 19th edition of Suara Muhammdiyah magazine three 

explanatory texts were found which were composed of a complete structure, namely 

identification of phenomena, series of incidents, and interpretation. As well as 

linguistic rules in the form of the use of time adverbial indicators, manner adverbial 

indicators, causality conjunctions, and pronouns. 
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Abstrak 

 

Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk menganalisis struktur dan kaidah kebahasaan teks 

eksplanasi dalam majalah Suara Majalah Suara Muhammadiyah edisi 19 Tahun 2023. 

Penelitian ini menggunakan pendekatan penelitian kepustakaan pendekatan penelitian 

kepustakaan. Peneliti memilih majalah tersebut sebagai bahan penelitian karena merupakan 

media yang diproduksi oleh Muhammadiyah dan belum ada penelitian sebelumnya yang 

menggunakan majalah Suara Muhammadiyah. Hasil dari penelitian ini menemukan bahwa 

dalam majalah Suara Muhammadiyah edisi 19 terdapat tiga teks eksplanasi teks eksplanasi 

yang tersusun dari struktur yang lengkap, yaitu identifikasi fenomena, rangkaian peristiwa, 

dan interpretasi. Serta kaidah kebahasaan yang berupa berupa penggunaan kata keterangan 

waktu, kata keterangan cara, kata penghubung sebab-akibat, dan kata ganti 

kata ganti. 

 

 

 Kata kunci: struktur; kaidah kebahasaan; teks eksplanasi 
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Introduction  

The communication tool in everyday life 

is defined as language. One of the great tasks of 

language is to facilitate interaction for everyone. 

Language allows humans to express their full 

existence as living creatures. Language is 

composed of sentences that can form text. A 

collection of sentences or words with certain 

grammar and structure, and can be in oral or 

written form, is defined as text. Aims to spark 

meaning, provide information, or explain 

something. There are many different types of 

text, ranging from procedural texts, descriptions, 

expositions, arguments, narratives, news and 

reports. 

Explanatory text is a type of response and 

factual text . Texts that explain processes or 

events in terms of their origins, course or growth 

of a phenomenon, such as natural, social or 

cultural phenomena are defined as explanatory 

texts. According to Yusuf AB and Dahlan (2021: 

543), Explanation is used to explain logical 

process of something happening, but No used 

For explain something said. Text Explanation is 

developed from the researcher's explanation of 

why and how events occur. Various phenomena 

that occur when this can be seen in magazine and 

mass media other. 

Same magazine the case with media print 

other like letter news, is part of the news media, 

especially machines print. Magazines usually 

have a more diverse readership than newspapers 

, but they also has a big market. Judging from the 

age of magazines, magazines have age which is 

longer than newspapers. Magazines have very 

different content from newspapers that only 

publish news. Magazines often time covering in-

depth and current topics . Magazines are 

published periodically, such as weekly, bi 

weekly, or monthly. 

Since 1915, the Islamic movement 

organization Muhammadiyah has published a 

magazine, Suara Muhammadiyah. One of the 

oldest mass media in Indonesia that has ever 

been published and has never stopped being 

published until now is Suara Muhammadiyah . 

's voice persisted throughout times 

difficult, Good on time of Dutch occupation, 

time of Japanese control, time of independence, 

time of the old order, time of the new order, and 

time reform moment This. In this new era , Suara 

Muhammadiyah faces the challenges of the 

technological and media revolution. 

Digitalization has forced many print media to 

experience stagnation. However, Suara 

Muhammadiyah still survives. Suara Muhammad 

is here to educate and reflects the progressive 

movement of Muhammadiyah. Because the 

leader has the characteristics of a modern 

intellectual , able to read and write Latin script, 

understand Malay and some Dutch, understand 

and master various events latest in work 

journalism. and use print. Suara Muhammadiyah 

plays a role in educating a new generation of 

Islamic intellectuals in Indonesia. Suara 

Muhammadiyah was born from the womb of 

Muhammadiyah and addressed to all groups. 

Muhammadiyah's voice is not journal special 

academic, news magazine, or light entertainment 

magazine. Suara Muhammadiyah is a magazine 

that covers various social issues . 

 

Explanatory texts in magazines can be 

analyzed based on the structure and language of 

the text. Structure is very important to analyze in 

a text because its existence makes writing the 

text coherent and orderly. The structure of 

explanatory text includes identifying 

phenomena, describing a series of events, and 

reviewing. Meanwhile, the linguistic rules of 

explanatory text function to understand how the 

provisions regulate good language procedures as 

a characteristic that differentiates the text from 

other types. The linguistic rules of explanatory 

texts include causal conjunctions, chronological 

conjunctions, nouns that refer to phenomena, and 

technical words/terms. 

Based on these findings, it is 

interesting to carry out this research to analyze 

the structure and linguistic rules of the 

explanatory text in Suara Muhammadiyah 

magazine, Edition 19 of 2023. So, the researcher 
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examines it in more depth to prove whether the 

contents of the magazine have specific linguistic 

structures and rules in the composition of the 

explanatory text. . Apart from that, this research 

has never been carried out by other researchers 

 

 Reserch Method 
Method research using a type of library 

research (library study) with a qualitative approach 

analyze text explanation on magazine Voice 

Muhammadiyah 19th Edition 2023 . 

The data obtained during the research is 

analyzed to find out the results . the data is the 

existing explanatory text data on magazines. 

Analysis of the data used on This research was 

carried out by paying attention to structural 

arrangements such as identification of phenomena, 

series of events, and interpretation and linguistic 

rules of explanatory texts which include the use of 

statements of time information, statements of 

manner, chronological conjunctions and pronouns 

in Suara Muhammadiyah magazine, Edition 19 of 

2023 by means of data reduction, presenting data 

and drawing conclusions. After the data is analyzed, 

the research results are then compiled . 

 

 

As a result of the analysis of the structure and 

linguistic rules of the explanatory text in Suara 

Muhammadiyah magazine, Edition 19 of 2023, three 

texts were obtained which were arranged with a 

complete explanatory text structure, namely : 

identification of phenomena, sequence of events, and 

interpretation. And there are linguistic rules that 

include use of time adverbs, manner adverbs, 

chronological conjunctions, and pronouns. The 

explanatory text found is entitled AUM and Da'wah 

Muhammadiyah, Charity Business Doesn't Forget 

Branches and Branches, Adaptive Basis of Positive 

Symbiosis, 

A. Explanatory Text Structure 

The following is an analysis of the 

explanatory text contained in Suara 

Muhammadiyah magazine, Edition 19 of 2023. 
1. AUM and Muhammadiyah Da'wah 

Phenomenon Identification: 

“Which should come first, 

Muhammadiyah Charity Business 

(AUM) and Muhammadiyah Branch? 

Muhammadiyah's official documents do 

not specify which sequence should be 

established first. Somewhere, there is a 

Branch or Branch that is starting a 

Charity Business. In other places, there 

are also quite a few new branches that 

have appeared recently after the charity 

efforts." 

Based on this data, there is an 

identification of the phenomenon. There 

is something explained that will be the 

topic of discussion. In this data quote, 

something that will be explained is 

regarding Muhammadiyah Charity 

Business. 

Series of Events: 

"The Muhammadiyah leaders who 

pioneered AUM had to think about the 

budget for acquiring land, the 

development budget, teachers' salaries, 

money to buy chalk, doctors' salaries, 

electricity fees and various other 

routine costs. After AUM was able to 

run on its own, the Muhammadiyah 

leaders then looked for new problems 

by starting new charity businesses. And 

so on. "Several new branches of 

Muhammadiyah were born from a 

process like this." 

"Like sugar and ants and moths and 

lamplight, currently according to 

Ahmad Norma Permata, AUM is like 

sugar and lamplight which attracts ants 

and moths to come closer to 

Muhammadiyah. Once they approach, 

the next action depends on 

Muhammadiyah.” 

Based on this data, there is a 

series of events or why this could happen. 

Muhammadiyah leaders must think about 

the budget so that new Muhammadiyah 

Charity Businesses can be created which 

Discussion
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can be used as a community approach to 

Muhammadiyah. 

 Interpretation: 

“Growing AUM to become a center of 

excellence and progress is important to 

pursue. But the responsibility to 

maintain the sustainability of nearby 

branches and branches should not be 

abandoned. "AUM's concern and 

responsibility for the continuity of 

da'wah at the grassroots is an important 

asset in the expansion and spread of 

Muhammadiyah." 

Based on this data, there is a 

review in the form of comments 

regarding the things presented. The 

comment in question is that increasing 

AUM is important to pursue, but the 

responsibility to look after the branches 

and twigs should also not be abandoned. 
2. Charity Business Don't Forget Branches 

and Branches 

Phenomenon Identification: 

“Buya Ahmad Syafii Maarif in a Suara 

Muhammadiyah editorial meeting delivered 

an autocriticism about the Muhammadiyah 

movement. According to him, 

Muhammadiyah is increasingly becoming a 

charity-based organization. At the 

grassroots, Branches and Twigs are the 

vanguard or spearhead for the 

Association." 

Based on this data, there is an 

identification of the phenomenon. There are 

things that will be the topic of discussion. 

The data excerpt shows that Charity 

Business is always related to branches and 

branches which are the spearhead of the 

organization. 

Series of Events: 
"In reality, branches and branches are the 

organs of the Association that receive the 

most burden, both socially, financially 

and politically." 

"In this improvement effort, we see 

that many Muhammadiyah Charities 

are starting to implement affirmative 

policies to collaborate more 

intensively with Muhammadiyah 

Branches and Branches." 
Based on this data, there is an idea 

of why this incident occurred. The 

explanation starts from the branches and 

branches that receive the most burden, to 

the existence of an affirmative policy to 

collaborate with branches and branches 

through the Muhammadiyah Business 

Charity. 

Interpretation: 

"The more professionals or Charitable 

Business employees who join Branches 

and Branches, the more things can be 

done. Muhammadiyah can increasingly 

meet the needs of the people and local 

community." 

Based on this data, there is an 

interpretation of what has been explained. 

In the form of a conclusion that the more 

professional Charity Business staff who 

enter branches and branches, the more 

Muhammadiyah can meet the needs of the 

people. 

3. Adaptive Bases of Positive Symbiosis 

Phenomenon Identification: 
"It cannot be denied that the basis of the 

Muhammadiyah movement rests on the 

structure of both branches and 

branches, as well as business charities. 

As a widespread Islamic movement, 

Muhammadiyah has a strong foundation 

in its organizational structure. "The 

basis of this movement does not only 

depend on Branches and Branches, but 

also on Muhammadiyah Charities." 

Based on this data, there is an 

identification of the phenomenon. There 

are things that will be the topic of 

discussion. The data excerpt shows that 

the Muhammadiyah movement relies on 

both branches and branches, as well as 

business charities. 

Series of Events: 
"In recent times a community branch 

has emerged within the Muhammadiyah 

Charity Business - 'Aisyiyah. "This 

presence provides additional color in 

efforts to fertilize this movement down 

to the grassroots." 
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"Ahmad Dahlan Yogyakarta 

University "obliges" active 

lecturers and employees in 

branches and branches around 

where they live. "Where they are 

invited to have the opportunity to 

be active in order to take part in the 

Muhammadiyah Association's 

da'wah activities at the grassroots." 

"Syamsuddin Namugur, Chairman 

of the Muhammadiyah (PCM) 

Sorong Branch, stated that in 

essence, however, the existence of 

Muhammadiyah Branches needs to 

receive support from business 

charities that have developed in 

such a way." 

Based on this data, there is 

an idea of why this incident 

occurred. This explanation started 

from the presence of community 

branches at the Muhammadiyah 

'Aisyiah Business Charity, Ahmad 

Dahlan University required 

lecturers to be active in branches 

and branches, until the Chair of 

PCM Sorong stated that 

Muhammadiyah branches needed to 

receive support from developing 

business charities. 

Interpretation: 

"Not only that, branches and 

branches as the spearhead of the 

organization's da'wah also need to 

receive an injection of enthusiasm 

and synergy from the local 

Muhammadiyah Regional 

Leadership. "Without these two 

things, Muhammadiyah's preaching 

at the grass roots, which is fronted 

by Branches and Branches, will 

certainly not run optimally." 

Based on this data, there is a 

review of the things that have been 

explained. In the form of comments 

that branches and branches need to 

receive an injection of enthusiasm 

and synergy from the local 

Muhammadiyah Regional 

Leadership. 

 
B. Linguistic Rules of Explanatory Text 

1. AUM and Muhammadiyah Da'wah 

The text taken as an explanatory 

text for AUM and Muhammadiyah 

Da'wah has linguistic rules in the form of 

chronological conjunctions. 

The data obtained is as follows: 

"After AUM was able to run on its own, 

the Muhammadiyah leaders then looked 

for new problems by starting new 

charities." 

"After they approach, the next action 

depends on Muhammadiyah." 

Based on the data quoted, there are 

linguistic rules for explanatory texts in the 

form of the use of chronological 

conjunctions which are marked by the use 

of the word after. 

 

 

 
2. Charity Business Don't Forget Branches 

and Branches 

The text taken as an explanatory 

text for the Business Charity Don't Forget 

Branches and Branches has linguistic 

rules in the form of the use of method 

indicators and pronouns. 

The data obtained is as follows: 

"In contrast to the leadership level above, 

it is difficult to find people who are 

willing to volunteer to become Branch 

and Branch administrators." 

Based on the data quoted, there 

is a linguistic rule for explanatory texts in 

the form of using method information, 

namely voluntarily. 

this improvement effort , we see that 

many Muhammadiyah Charities are 

starting to implement affirmative 

policies to collaborate more intensively 
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with Muhammadiyah Branches and 

Branches." 

Based on the data quoted, there 

are linguistic rules for explanatory texts 

in the form of using method information, 

namely more intensively . There are also 

pronouns That on those used to replace 

human resources. 

 
3. Adaptive Bases of Positive Symbiosis 

The text taken as an 

explanatory text regarding the 

Adaptive Basis of Positive Symbiosis 

has linguistic rules such as the use of 

pronouns. 

The data obtained is as follows: 

this movement does not only depend 

on branches and branches, but also 

on Muhammadiyah Charity 

Business." 

Based on the data quoted, 

there are linguistic rules for 

explanatory texts in the form of the 

use of pronouns. This pronoun is 

used to replace Muhammadiyah. 

This presence provides additional 

color and energy in an effort to 

fertilize the movement down to the 

grassroots." 

Based on the data quoted, 

there are linguistic rules for 

explanatory texts in the form of the 

use of pronouns. This pronoun is 

used to replace the community 

branch in the Muhammadiyah 

Charity Business - 'Aisyiyah. 

" This is part of the Charity Business 

to continue making efforts to ensure 

that Muhammadiyah remains 

relevant and beneficial to society." 

Based on the data quoted, 

there are linguistic rules for 

explanatory texts in the form of 

the use of pronouns. Pronouns 

This used to replace the 

presence of community 

branches. 

"Without these two things , 

Muhammadiyah's preaching at 

the grass roots, which is fronted 

by Branches and Branches, will 

certainly not run optimally." 
Based on the data quoted, 

there are linguistic rules for 

explanatory texts in the form of the 

use of pronouns. That pronoun used 

to replace the enthusiasm and 

synergy of the Muhammadiyah 

Regional Leadership. 

" In recent times a community 

branch has emerged within the 

Muhammadiyah Charity Business 

- 'Aisyiyah." 
Based on the data quoted, 

there is a linguistic rule for 

explanatory texts in the form of 

using time indicators, namely recent 

times. 

Based on the results of the structural 

analysis and linguistic rules of the explanatory 

text in Suara Muhammadiyah magazine in 2023, 

three texts were obtained which were arranged 

with a complete explanatory text structure, 

including identification of phenomena, series of 

events, and interpretation. Apart from that, there 

are linguistic rules which consist of the use of 

time and method indicators, chronological 

conjunctions, and pronouns. 

Research that is relevant to the author's 

research is the research of Melly Fitriani (2020) 

in her research entitled " Explanatory Text 

Analysis Based on Structure and Linguistic 

Rules in the April 2020 Edition of the Galamedia 

Newspaper as an Alternative Teaching Material 

for Class XI High Schools". The relevance of 

these two pieces of research is that they both 

examine explanatory texts based on structure and 

linguistic rules. The difference is that Melly 

Fitriani's research used newspapers, while the 

researchers used Suara Muhammadiyah 

magazine. 
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In the 19th edition of the magazine, the first 

texts of AUM and Dakwah Muhammadiyah have 

linguistic rules which consist of the use of 

chronological conjunctions which act as a link 

between two clauses that describe a time series of 

events. The second text, Business Charity Doesn't 

Forget Branches and Branches, consists of the use of 

indicative method information and the use of 

pronouns. The third text, Adaptive Basis of Positive 

Symbiosis, consists of the use of pronouns and time 

indicators. 

 

    Conclusion  
Based on the results of the research and 

analysis carried out by the author, it can be 

concluded that in Edition 19 of 2023 magazine 

there are three explanatory texts arranged with a 

complete structure including identification of 

phenomena, series of events and interpretation. 

As well as different linguistic rules in each text, 

the first text AUM and Dakwah Muhammadiyah 

have linguistic rules in the form of the use of 

chronological conjunctions, the second text 

Charity of Business Not Forgetting Branches and 

Branches has linguistic rules in the form of the 

use of way-indicators and pronouns. The third 

text, Adaptive Basis of Positive Symbiosis, has 

linguistic rules in the form of the use of 

pronouns. 
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